Sunflowers 101
In the beginning …
Evidence suggests that sunflowers were cultivated by American Indian tribes as early as
3000 BC. Some archaeologists believe that sunflowers may have been domesticated before corn.
Anatomy Lesson
Though we see the sunflower as a single
flower, it is, biologically, a composite of
thousands of florets. On the outside are the
ray florets, which are showy and, more often
than not, yellow. These are sterile. All the
action happens in the center, where the many
disc florets open in sequence, beginning at the
periphery and moving inward.
When each floret first opens, its pollenbearing anthers extend. Later, when the pollen
has been collected or dispersed, the style
pushes up and the floret is receptive to
pollination. Throughout this time flower head
is abuzz with bees, activity that the
sunflower’s very survival depends on. Good
seed production only occurs with good crosspollination.

Disc florets in the center of a sunflower are perfect flowers,
that is, they have both male and female parts.

Types and Uses of sunflowers
Humans have been breeding sunflowers for thousands of years, selecting for increased seed meal
production, for oil content, and for disease resistance. Oilseed sunflowers, black seeded with a
thin hull, are pressed for oil production, and also grown for birdseed. Confectionary sunflowers
have large, black and white striped seeds that are used
in food products. Sunflowers are even sometimes
How to Plant Sunflowers
used as cover crops.
Wait until night temperatures are
Today’s Garden Sunflowers
Recent ornamental breeding efforts have benefitted
the garden and cut flower industry. We now have
dwarf sunflowers that flourish in pots, male-sterile
sunflowers that do not shed pollen. We can choose
from branching and single stem sunflowers. Double
flowered sunflowers sport fluffy yellow disc florets,
and have pom-pom like blooms. Giant sunflowers
with huge heads full of seeds, such as the Russian
Mammoth sunflower, remain popular.

consistently at least 50° F, and plant
sunflowers about 1 inch deep directly
in the soil in full sun. When seedlings
are 2-3 inches tall, thin to 10-12
inches apart so each seedling has
room to grow and mature. Water
during dry periods as they grow. Once
your sunflowers are established, they
are very drought tolerant.

Dwarf Sunflowers range in height from one to three feet, depending
on the cultivar. Breeding of dwarf varieties began back in the 1980’s,
not for the home garden industry, but so that growers could sow
sunflowers at higher densities, and get a better crop. ‘Elf’, ‘Music Box’,
‘Junior’, ‘Little Becka’ hybrid, and the 2014 AAS Winner ‘Suntastic’
hybrid are a few of the many varieties now available for bedding and
container garden.

Tall, Branching Sunflowers are
still favored by many gardeners.
They produce multiple flowers over
a long period, withstand wind better
than the heavy-headed types, and come in colors ranging from lemon
yellow to dark chocolate. Many side flowers, produced after the main
bloom, are smaller, but they extend the pollen and nectar bounty for
weeks. Classic examples of tall branching sunflower are ‘Valentine’
and ‘Lemon Queen’.

Sunflowers of Many Colors are
available. The traditional sunflower was bright yellow with a brown
center. Today, choices abound! ‘Moulin Rouge’ and ‘Autumn Beauty’
bloom in shades of red and orange. ‘Music Box’ and ‘The Joker’ are
multi-colored. ‘Black Beauty’ is deep, dark, red, and ‘Italian White’,
though not pure white, is ivory colored. The small flowers produced by
‘Jade’ are nearly white with lime green centers.

Single Stem Sunflowers are widely
used in summer bouquets, due to their
high-quality flowers on long, strong
stems. The downside is that, once the
flower is harvested the plant is finished. Sunflower producers achieve a
long harvest by planting successive crops, or by planting varieties with
different maturity times. ‘Procut’ is a popular single-stem series.

Pollen-Free Sunflowers, introduced in 1988, are popular with flower
arrangers and commercial growers of cut flowers, or anyone who has
experienced yellow pollen dust on a white tablecloth. These sunflowers are
male sterile, but still attract bees with their nectar. They can also produce
seeds, assuming there are sunflowers with pollen nearby and bees to transport the pollen to the pollen-free
hybrid. Pollen-free sunflowers include many of the single stem varieties as well as some branching types.

Double Flowered Sunflowers look nothing like traditional sunflowers,
but more like giant chrysanthemums. Some doubles, such as ‘Goldy’ are
tall and multi-branching. Others, such as ‘Teddy Bear’ are short and stout.

Giant Sunflowers have
enormous heavy heads, laden with
seeds by season’s end. Traditional
‘Mammoth’ sunflowers can reach
12 feet in height, with flowers a foot or more in diameter. These
large plants need to be staked as they grow tall, or wind will take
them down. The world’s record sunflower plant was 25 ft. 5 ½
inches tall!

